
scale gathering of stakeholders over a three-day period, the
author of this review and his professor used it with a
midsize electronic manufacturer in Germany. After a revi-
sion of the company’s vision and mission statement
through employee-led workshops, the owner of the
company wanted to involve his employees further in defin-
ing new target markets. About a quarter of the employees
from all departments gathered over a three-day period and
worked through the past, present, and future of the com-
pany’s strategy.

The experience was instructive to the firm. Many
potential issues mentioned in the book were encountered
and addressed. For example, there were many voices
requesting a two-day workshop to be conducted in two
days, rather than the requested three days. While Weis-
bord abhors compromise, due to scheduling conflicts, the
workshop was conducted over three days but with a rest
day between the first and the second day. Another issue
mentioned in the book, the roller coaster of facilitator and
participant anxiety about the seeming chaos and impend-
ing disaster, did indeed take place, and anxiety was only
lifted on the third day toward noontime when it became
clear to everyone what would be achieved in the work-
shop. Just a few months later, the results of the workshop
have already had a great impact on the annual resource
planning activities and business development activities of
the company.

This book has proven to be of great help in the review
author’s planning of a large-scale group workshop. The
many experiences and potential problems highlighted
from the inventor and main promoter of the method are
indispensable and could only be replaced by a real-life
mentor. There may be other methods for conducting these
types of workshops, but if Future Search looks like some-
thing you could use, then this book should be at your
disposal.
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Take Charge Product Management:
Time-Tested Tips, Tactics, and Tools for the
New or Improved Product Manager

Greg Geracie. Chicago, IL: Actuation Press, 2011. 230
pages. US$25.

Take Charge Product Management is a short, easy-to-
read narrative following a newly minted product manager
named Sean through his first 12 months on the job. Sean
works for a small to midsized firm which had no formal
product manager role prior to his appointment.

Sean learns (quickly) that a product manager needs
to focus on both strategic and tactical levels, managing
short-term and long-term plans and visions, all the
while building interpersonal and cross-functional rela-
tionships across department boundaries. Along his
12-month journey, Sean implements standard new
product development (NPD) and portfolio management
business practices, as well as learning about the market
for his product line.

Though “the roles and responsibilities of product
manager vary greatly by industry and company size” (p.
20), Greg Geracie’s text is useful particularly for people
first finding themselves in a product manager role.
Whether they themselves, or others in a large organiza-
tion, perform the tasks and functions described, it is ben-
eficial for all those working in NPD to understand the
scope of product management.

After a good discussion of the importance of strategy,
Chapter 3 addresses an initial market assessment using
tools such as Voice of Customer, Workflow Analysis, and
Outcome-Driven Innovation (Ulwick, 2005).

The book focuses on high-level concepts, such as
developing a vision, product roadmap (Chapter 7), priori-
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tized decision frameworks, and product life-cycle man-
agement. Several examples are included to help clarify
product vision: roadmaps, decision matrix framework,
and a product plan calendar.All of these tools are useful for
a new product manager starting with a blank slate.

Take Charge Product Management is a quick intro-
duction to a complex and growing business function. Use
it as a starting point to learn more about product manager
roles and responsibilities.
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